
 
 

 ummer took its sweet time getting to Ohio this year, didn’t it?  While April 
and May’s rain and the mild weather was great for those of us who don’t 
work in air conditioning, it was rough on our Haunted South Main School. 
The gym roof continued to leak, making for more ceiling debris and 

busted floor tiles.  Fringe co-director Don has attempted to patch the roof and put tarps 
down, but it all seems to no avail. Visitors are still welcome to investigate the gym but 
are warned to use caution. 
The rain also wreaked havoc on several Fringe investigations, including one at the 
Haunted Hydro in Fremont, Ohio, where at least ⅓  of the site is outdoors. While the 
stormy weather can make a creepy place like The Hydro even spookier, analyzing the 
audio afterward leads one to continually play the “footsteps or raindrops?” guessing 
game.  
But around June 21, the official first day of summer, it got hot.  Goodbye Spring - or 
whatever that was.  As this newsletter is being written, it is 88 degrees and hasn’t quite 
hit noon yet.  Therefore, in honor of these sizzling summer days, we give you some hot 
topics that have been trending in the paranormal world. 



HOT TELEVISION 
Written by Co-director Kelly  

 
   Fringe Paranormal members Don, Andy, Renee, and I made a 
trip to Mansfield, Ohio in early May to attend ParapsyCon- a 
paranormal and psychic convention hosted by Tri-C Ghost Hunters 
and held at the Mansfield Reformatory.  While there, we were lucky 
enough to meet and chat with Steve Gonsalves from the original 
SyFy show Ghost Hunters.  What I love about Steve, and about the 
original ghost hunters crew in general, is that they debunk first. 

Then, if there are no natural means of explanation, the phenomenon they are 
investigating may be paranormal.  Steve gave a presentation in one of the cell block 
hallways, (which should have been slightly familiar to him), where we found out that he 
is a student of physiology and the brain. He cited many interesting facts that spoke to 
how the old gray matter can trick one into believing something paranormal has 
occurred.  One tidbit that stuck with me is that your eyes naturally want to make light in 
the darkness.  Consequently,  the shadow you think you see at the end of a long, dark 
hallway may just be your eyes doing what they do naturally.  This methodology is a far 
cry from what you see on most paranormal TV today which seems to be “it must be 
demons!” first, then “that growling on the audio is my stomach” second. 
 
 What does this all have to do with “hot” television?  Well, for a lot of us, including me, 
Ghost Hunters was the first television show to pique our interest in becoming actual 
paranormal investigators.  Of course, most of us hung out in the local cemetery as kids, 
right?  But having formal investigations and scientific theories to work with was a whole 
other thing, and it opened up a whole new world.  When Ghost Hunters lost Grant and 
then went off the air altogether, it was like the end of a common-sense era.  
But, be still my analytical heart, they’re coming back!  This fall Jason Hawes, Steve 
Gonsalves, and Dave Tango will be on the Travel Channel hosting Ghost Nation. 
Quoting Jason Hawes’s Facebook page: 
 

“the trio formerly of Ghost Hunters, return to television by popular demand for all-new 
explorations of the other side. But now, a whole nation of paranormal investigators is at their 
fingertips. They'll rally their troops and reconnoiter around the most intriguing cases that 
need their help. With state-of-the-art technology, Hawes, Gonsalves and Tango will attempt to 
uncover paranormal evidence like never before, while also debunking false claims. The team 
also will endeavor to track down the true source of these hauntings and restore peace and 
order among the living – and the dead.” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x7FudC0AL10&t=3s


Just the word “debunking” gets me all tingly inside! 
 
 And, what the fetch?  Grant Wilson is also coming back to TV!  His show will be called, 
once again, Ghost Hunters.  It is slated to premiere in August on A&E.  According to 
The Hollywood Reporter article: 
 
“As for the new version, series original Grant Wilson is returning on-camera and as an 
executive producer with a handpicked group of professional ghost hunters to investigate 
supposed hauntings. By engaging forensic experts, historical records, and new technology, 
the new Ghost Hunters team will assist everyday people struggling with unexplained events. "I 
don't chase ghosts,” Wilson says in the first trailer. “I chase the truth." 
 
It looks as though my long, lonely nights of no paranormal television may be coming to 
an end!  I am sincerely hoping for a return of 
we-didn’t-find-anything-paranormal-in-nature-during-that-investigation honesty on both 
these shows. 
 
Fringe Poll:  
Which new paranormal show are you most looking forward to watching? 
 
Ghost Nation with Jason, Steve, and Tango? 
OR 
Ghost Hunters with Grant? 
 
Answers: 

● Andy M  ~  Ghost Hunters 

● Don C  ~  Ghost Hunters, although it will be interesting to see how closely Ghost 
Nation follows the old Ghost Hunters formula 

● Rhonda M  ~  Ghost Nation 

● Andrea M ~  Ghost Nation 

● Amy S ~  Ghost Nation 

● LeeAnn C ~  Why not both?  Hope they do some crossover shows! 

● Kelly S ~  Why not both indeed! 



 

Grant: “I love you bro, but Ghost Hunters is 
gonna beat you out” 
 
Jason: “You’re my bud, but Ghost Nation will 
destroy you” 

Steve: “Dance puppets. When the 
smoke clears I will rule supreme!  
Hmm...The Steve Show?  Or 
maybe Steve Hunts Ghosts. Or 
maybe ...” 

    
 
HOT INVESTIGATION METHODS 
Written by Co-director Kelly 

 
   One of the other exciting things about 
watching Ghost Hunters back in its earlier 
days was learning the methodology for 
eliciting and capturing possible paranormal 
activity.  Two of the techniques I really 
remember being excited about were the use 
of trigger objects and the Singapore Theory. 
I’m assuming a majority of subscribers to this 
newsletter are well-informed about both of 
these methods. But in just in case, a trigger 

object is an item staged at a scene of proposed paranormal activity to elicit a response. 
For example, several teams have brought toys to Haunted South Main School because 
one would imagine spirits of children being there. Also, having heard a claim of piano 
music coming from the gym (which was also used for performances), Don procured 
two pianos which now reside in that area of the school.  The Singapore Theory, also 
known as the Theory of Familiarization, suggests that people have an emotional 

https://www.livinglifeinfullspectrum.com.au/blog/the-singapore-theory/


connection to music. Playing a tune that reflects back to an era or point in time may 
also evoke some type of activity in an allegedly haunted location.  Some members of 
Fringe seemed to get a good reaction at a museum that had Nazi memorabilia when 
they played German marches they found on YouTube. 
 

I mention these methods because using approaches that may appeal to the latent spirit 
and therefore induce paranormal activity makes sense to me.  Lately, though, the few 
paranormal shows I’ve seen tend to focus more on ghost hunting gadgets.  Don and I 
had met Steve Gonsalves once before a few years ago at a comic con.  (I was 
heartbroken that he didn’t remember this when I mentioned it to him at Mansfield). 
Anyway, back then we asked him what he felt was his best advice for ghost hunters 
and his reply was:  “Know your equipment.  Know what it was designed for and what it 
actually measures.”  Going back to the “shadow down a long hallway” idea, I once 
watched a show called Fact or Faked where someone had captured video showing just 
that.  As it turned out, the camera had a specific range and wasn’t designed to take 
video that far away.  The shadow person it caught moving around was really just the 
camera trying to focus itself.  Once these facts get into your head, it’s hard not to be 
skeptical of the ability of technology to capture paranormal activity. 
 

One piece of equipment we see more and more at Haunted South Main, even though 
it’s been around for a while now, is the Spirit Box/sb7.  The spirit box, which was 
designed explicitly for paranormal investigations, runs through both AM and FM radio 
bands with the theory that spirits can communicate through the white noise in between 
radio stations.  The obvious problem with this is that said radio stations are regularly 
being heard.  In my opinion, evidence from the sb7 has been sketchy at best. 
However, a “hot” new trend with the spirit box has emerged, and this is one I can 
actually get behind.  It’s called the Estes Method, named after Estes Park, Colorado 
where the Stanley Hotel is located.  It was during an investigation at the Stanley when 
Karl Pfieffer (also a Ghost Hunters alum) and a colleague decided to plug headphones 
into the sb7, put on a blindfold, and speak the words he was hearing from the spirit box 
while someone in another room asked questions.  Apparently, this happened about 
three years ago, but I’ve only seen it in action for the past few months.  Because the 
person listening to the spirit box can’t hear the questions being asked, they are less 
likely to lean, albeit unconsciously, towards hearing words that “make sense”. 
Evidence from the Estes Method is far more compelling and less coincidental than the 
sb7 alone.  Check out the Estes Method in action at the Haunted South Main School 
during the Toledo Ohio Ghost Hunters Society’s latest visit. 

https://livescifi.tv/2011/08/history-of-evp-spirit-voice-ghost-box-and-itc-communication/
https://livescifi.tv/2011/08/history-of-evp-spirit-voice-ghost-box-and-itc-communication/
http://weekinweird.com/2019/01/24/estes-method-sb7-spirit-box-experiment-paranormal-investigation/
http://weekinweird.com/2019/01/24/estes-method-sb7-spirit-box-experiment-paranormal-investigation/
https://livinglifeinfullspectrum.com.au/blog/audio-pareidoila-is-a-real-thing/
https://www.facebook.com/BooProductionsJS/videos/2364551653591814/UzpfSTUyNzg2Mzg0MDU2Mzk2NToyOTM3OTI5MTQyODkwNzQ0/


HOT PLACES TO VISIT 
 

Look for Fringe reports on Firenation (not even a pun!) 

 
 

 Punderson Manor (still not a pun!)  

 
 

and The Haunted Hydro 

 
 

Stay tuned! 



Parting Shot 
 

 
 
Speaking of hot, let’s take a look at the attic of the Haunted South Main School. During 
those muggy and humid summer days, the attic is, without a doubt, the hottest spot in 
the school. The attic was mostly used for storage although it does have the distinction 
of being somewhat historic. At the end of each school year, a teacher would bring 
students from the graduating class (6th grade) up to the attic to sign their names on the 
walls. Although judging from the handwriting and the height of the signatures, we have 
a suspicion that the teacher signed for many of the students  
  
 

Stay Cool 
 

Don & Kelly 
Class is back in session!  


